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In the case that Synonyms, In the case that Antonyms ... Synonyms for in the case that at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find
descriptive alternatives for in the case that. The Case Restaurant and Champagne Bar Leicester Cooking with fresh seasonal produce, offering no-nonsense British
food with an eclectic mix from around the globe. Wine, cocktails, beer, coffee, Champagne. Case - definition of case by The Free Dictionary case - (printing) the
receptacle in which a compositor has his type, which is divided into compartments for the different letters, spaces, or numbers; "for English, a compositor will
ordinarily have two such cases, the upper case containing the capitals and the lower case containing the small letters.

CASE | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary a case for/against sth There's a good case for bringing in new regulations. make/argue a case The study makes
the case for increasing flexible working . a good/strong case The union believes it has been vindicated and has a very strong case. Case | Define Case at
Dictionary.com Case and instance are closely allied in meaning, as are example and illustration. Case is a general word, meaning a fact, occurrence, or situation
typical of a class: a case of assault and battery. An instance is a concrete factual case which is adduced to explain a general idea: an instance of a brawl in which an
assault occurred. Case - Idioms by The Free Dictionary In other cases, the particular in question may, in the same sense, be regarded as caused by several objects
together with the medium; in this case, it may be called a confused appearance of several objects.

Charlie Gard: A case that changed everything? - BBC News The case, which saw Charlie's parents take on the world-renowned hospital in the courts, was one of
those rare cases that transcend the cut-and-thrust of legal argument. The case that could change everything for couples ... I t is not often that a case threatens to truly
change the landscape of divorce. But the Court of Appealâ€™s ruling on the split of Julie and Robin Sharp is being said by some to do just that. Huawei CFO: What
happens next in the case that's ... Top Chinese tech executive Meng Wanzhou has been released on bail, but the international crisis triggered by her arrest is
snowballing.
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